How To Use The DOHP

To start the control panel, press the start button on the top right.

The system takes a few moments to warm up.

To use the digital overhead projector, drag the digital OHP icon into the viewing sections.
How To Use The DOHP

Place your notes or material you wish to display on the viewing platform. You can also add to your notes as your progress by writing on your lecture material.

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON VIEWING PLATFORM

To turn on the Digital OHP, press the red power button on the bottom left of the Digital OHP to turn it on, a blue light should turn on beside the power button to indicate it is on.

POWER: Turns power on or off
AUTO TUNE: focuses camera on material on viewing platform.
FREEZE: press to freeze what camera is viewing
LAMP: use lamps.
MENU: bring up menu options
ENTER: selects option

PLAY: plays media
CAMERA/BIN: Takes picture of what is being shown on viewing platform/deletes selected media
RECORD: Takes video of what is being shown on viewing platform
BRT +/-: adjusts brightness
ZOOM +/-: zooms in or out from viewing material.